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in mid-1983, the political authorities of the Republic of Slovenia - then still part of the Yugoslav 

federation - invoked thefitfs by-laws to prevfet the provocative group Laibach from appearing in 

public. Among other things, thp proscribed tjte use of the name Laibach, arguing that "the name 

Ljubljana is used in a distorted German translation, so that in thi^ case, regardless of the language in 

which the name appears, the use of a name i^ncmeshon, the manner of which is governed by the 

Regulation on the Use of the Coat-Of-Arms! Flag and Name of the City of Ljubljana". (Official Gazette 

of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia, No. 3/79). But the ban was coumer-productive: the authorities' 

despotic political gesture prompted a substantial percentage of the "citizenry" of the time to start 

tackling the "phenomenon of Laibach" with increased intenjty, resulting in the group’s name apd 

work cropping up in the media more than ever before. 5 - % { \ ^ f 

Despite all the media attention, though, Laibach would be denied permissTon to appear publicly under 

their own name anywhere in Slovenia or the rest of Yugoslavia for sorpe time to come. But in 

December 1984 they decided to go ahead with a concert in Ljubljana to commemorate the groin's 

deceased member Tomaz Hostnik. To get around the state ban on their name(a,they went about 

organising the concert without any mention of the forbidden word. All references to the group were 

reduced to the level of an abstract (suprematist) enigmatic symboU)f^thought - namely theggroup's 

cross insignia. To spread the absent word, band members and their friends from other NSK groups 

went out on a clandestine overnight fiyposting campaign around Ljubljana. The following morning 

citizens puzzled over black and white posters that seemed to be selling nothing other than a large 

cross, Howevej, closer inspection revealed, in initials only, a hall and the date and time of the 

concert. Similarly, local radio station adisv avoided all mention of the group's name. Fortunately, 

Ljubljana’s citizens knew how to read the signs. The hall quickly filled up and "the concert that never 

was was a big success. If the tracks are being presented here primarily for their documentary value, 

they also contain much of musical interest for Laibach listeners, for on this special night the group 

extended their then-brutal industrial noise with rare and daring jazz improvisations. As well as the 

four tracks from the Ljubljana concert, the disc features two tracks from a Zagreb concert and two 

from the Berlin Atonal Festival. All the tracks date From the same period and feature the same 

musicians. The guest clarinettist and trumpet player was Joze Pegam. 

Laibach's first official performance in Ljubljana under their own name finally took place on 17 

February 1987. Like the earlier clandestine concert, it was organised by Igor Vidmar and SKUC-ROPQT 

1. 
Our people are proud of their history of suffering, they are proud of their national liberation 

struggle because they suffered so bloodily and they paid so bloodily for their freedom. So it is 

no wonder that today they protect their own freedom so jealously, that they protect 

themselves, that they love freedom, that they love peace; unfortunately, and to our regret, 

many people abroad cannot understand today what this is all about. 

11. W 
When you return to your countries, tell the people there that you have seen a people here who 

were terribly harmed in the last war, and who still feel the effects of the ravages of that war, but 

who love their freedom, independence and peace more than anything else, and they are always 

ready to sacrifice themselves for these principles. Tell them that we have given you our word of 

honour, which is equal to In oath, that our people will never be the first to take up arms against 

anybody or to threaten anybody Areedom and independence. But tell them this as well: that 

our people are ready to defend their hard-won freedom to their last breath. 

m. jf - 
Both those in the East and those in the West should be clear about the fact that we are not 

moving away from the path in our foreign policy which we carved out for ourselves in 48. That 

is to*say, th^jwe have our own way, we always bravely say what is right on this side and what is 

not, and,what is right on the other side and what is not. It should be clear to everyone that we 

will be nobody's appendage to nobody's politics, that we have our own point of view and that 

we know what is right and what is not right. 

IV. 

Today, it is clear to everyone that co-existence cannot function peacefully if we lead miserable 

lives, one beside the other, instead of actively co-operating on various problems, economic, 

cultural and other, and unless we throw the expression "bloc division" out of the international 

vocabulary, and set out in the direction of a unified view in the world that peace is paramount, 

and that everything else has to be subordinated to it. 



STOP, No. 52, December 27, 1984 
DON'T SPEAK THE NAME CARELESSLY| 

Last week Radio Student announced a concert. Its unusualneSs resided not, as one might assume, 
in the fact that unusual music would be heard at the concert, but in that a group would perform 
whose name may not be pronounced in public. So listeners heard tgat a concert would be held 
at a certain venue in Ljubljana, the exact time of the performance, w|ere tickets were on sale and 
how much they cost. In short, all the usual concert information, exclpt there was no mention of 
who was going to perform. Since rock concerts in Ljubljana are nofso frequent that organisers 
have to attract audiences by resorting to mystery, the omission of thl name was therefore not an 
imaginative publicity trick. Besides, the listener could guess who the group was from the short 
sound quote serving as a backdrop for the ad. Quite simply, it’s impossible to mistake the dark 
sounds of Laibach for anyone else. The interest in this ad doesn't so much reside in its playing on 
the verge of the permissible, or in the connotative wealth of conspiracy it offers; it has more to 
do with the paradox that brought it into being. This can be found in the documents of the 
Assembly of the City of Ljubljana, published a few months ago. It states that the members of a 
statutory commission have established that Laibach uses the jiarle of Ljubljana "in a distorted 

berman translation, so that in this case, regardless of the language in which the name appears, 
ae use of a name is in question, the manner of which is governed by the Regulation on the Use 

of the Coat-Of-Arms, Flag and Name of the City of Ljubljana**. As Article 7 of this regulation stip¬ 
ulates that the name of Ljubljana may be used solely on the basis of a special decree, and since 
in the case of Laibach no such decree has been issued, an offence has been committed and, there 
fore "it stands that the group uses the name unlawfully". The unpleasant situation 
by Laibach's on-stage representation of totalitarianism was thus resolved in a legal, 
muiation-. by barring the use of the name altogether the problem itself is eliminated. 
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"Is it possible that someone permitted, here in Ljubljana, the first Hero City of 

Yugoslavia, a youth group to take a name that forcefully unearths bitter memories of 

'Laibach?" Marica Cepe, 5. 5. 1982, Delo (Readers Letters) 

QUESTION: When I was invited to Ljubljana a short time ago (to the Science-Fiction Festival), 1 

immediately noticed on the map that the old name for Ljubljana was - Laibach. Why did you choose 

this name? Does it have anything to do with your image? (Klaus Maeck/SPEX, 1983) 

LAIBACH: A name signifies the reification of the Idea on the level of an enigmatic cognitive symbol. 

The name LAIBACH first appeared in 1144 as the original name of Ljubljana, the city ”by the stream" 

(Bach) and the "moor" (Laibach). It appears again during the reign of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, 

this time as an alternative to the extant Slovene version. "LAIBACH" again appears in 1943, after the 

capitulation of Italy in the Second World War, when the Germans took control of the city. This was 

the period when the Nazis and Belogardisti (White Guard) arrested, tortured and murdered those 

citizens of Ljubljana who did not believe in the victory of the Third Reich. In 1980, with the 

emergence of a youth culture group, the name LAIBACH appeared for the fourth time, suggesting 

specific possibilities for the formation of a politicised - systematically ideological - art, as a 

consequence of the influence of politics and ideology. In this sense, the name summarises the horror 

of the communion between totalitarianism and alienation generated by production in the form of 

slavery. 

In Slovenia, which, as a mrrion, was formed out of the preclusive conflict with Germans, 
with Teutons (not only with Nazis), the act alone of naming a group "Laibach" is 
ignominy per se; it is impossible to imagine a more successful dadaist step. The name of 
the group is their most successful poetic invention. Taras Kermauner, Nova revija, 13/14, 1983 



THE CONCERT THAT NEVER WAS 

In an almost conspiratorial silence, members of the alternative scene, punks, sympathisers and 

people who came out of sheer curiosity crowded into a municipal community’s cultural centre 

intended for the enlightenment of the masses. Uncertainty, fear and anarchic defiance filled the air 

of this otherwise stuffy and icy cold space. Everybody waited in anticipation to see what was going 

to happen. In December 1984, Laibach was taboo in Ljubljana. 

If I remember correctly, the group's visit to Warsaw around the same time prompted the then- 

Yugoslav ambassador to Poland to state that the group's performance was "an entirely adequate 

presentation of Yugoslav history ’. He obviously recognised himself in the imagery with which the 

group bombarded the audience. It could be said today that the scandals and controversies, all the 

endless and essentially boring polemics against them were primarily centred on the visual, rather 

than the audio and musical elements of their shows. 

Is Laibach playing mu&ique de f)0&&e, ie a mere musical addition, an accompanying score which 

intensifies or detracts from the viewing of the flickering images of partisan prints and documentary 

footage from old agitprop newsreels? On the recordings of this prohibited concert an attentive ear 

will detect the purr of a movie projector during the short breaks. If the purpose of musical 

accompaniment in the silent movie era was to drown the noise of the projector, as was commonly 

believed, then it seems that even the projector's characteristic sound provides the positive answer 

to our question. 

Even if we accepted the thesis about Laibach's music being mu&ique de Ijo&se, a question would still 

remain: why, then, does it work on these tracks, despite it being jumbled and, obviously, intuitively \ 

composed and played? The concert in the Malci Belie venue was one of Laibach's shortest, yet most 

brutal and adventurous musical trips. And their best, in the opinion of this author, who dares to ) 

presume that this might be because, at that time, the group did not yet function as a well-lubricated j 
machine supported by technological achievements and recording techniques that characterise their jl 

later work. This is music put together with much intuition, with the naive, even anarchic approach of 

young enthusiasts who combine the manipulations of the phenomenal strings of Hermann's score for 

Psycho, live electronics, rock drums, and - the only truly unpredictable live element - free 

improvisations on the clarinet, whose piercing sounds and short cacophonous phrasing gave • 

Laibach's sound its much need flexibility while ruining/enriching their (international?) musical j 

rigidity. 

The paradox of this concert, which never officially took place, is that it gave the Slovenian public 

one of the best improvisationa! displays ever performed by Slovenian musicians. Moreover, this 

happened outside the privileged milieu of contemporary jazz or improvised music. 

MALCl BELIC HALL - venue named after a Slovenian female historical figure. 

NSK- the designation for the informal organisation which, besides Laibach, also 

embraces the group of painters Irwin, the Noordung theatre, the NK Design Studio 

and various sub-groups; it is also the name of the virtual state founded by these groups. 

Igor Vidmar - concert promoter, publicist and sociologist. 

SKUC-ROPOT - concert and publishing agency operating within the framework of 

the Ljubljana Student Cultural Centre. 

TITO - Josip Broz Tito, long-time president of Yugoslavia, fighter against fascism, 

statesman of historical importance, who left his mark on the history of the South Slavic 

peoples (1892-1980). 

STOP - Slovenian weekly magazine devoted to film, music and television. 

RADIO STUDENT - Slovenian alternative radio station and the first student radio in Europe. 

Ervin Hladnik-Milharcic - Slovenian journalist and publicist. 

MLADINA- cultural and political weekly magazine published in Ljubljana. 

MK SZDL - acronym for the Municipal Council of the Socialist Alliance of Working People; 

a political organisation from Slovenia’s communist era. 

SML - acronym for the Ljubljana City Assembly. 

Chris Bohn - British journalist. 

Gorazd Suhadolnik - Slovenian journalist and publicist. 

Taras Kermauner - Slovenian philosopher and publicist. 

KULUSIC - a concert hall in Zagreb. 

ICo Vidmar - Slovenian journalist and publicist. 

BERLIN ATONAL FESTIVAL - Early '80s Berlin festival of alternative music. 

NOVA REViJA - Slovenian publication for literature and philosophy 

Bernard Hermann - famous film score composer. 

PSYCHO - legendary thriller by Alfred Hitchcock. 

Ico Vidmar 
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